Catherine Shuman Miller Artist Talk
Friday, October 9, 2020 @12pm
Chat Box

00:28:15 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Hi all! Thanks for joining us!
00:28:29 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Please introduce yourself in the chat :)
00:28:47 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: We’ll get started at 12:05 to give everyone a chance to settle in!
00:29:41 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: I’m Rosemary, Education Director. Chat Monitor today!
00:29:53 Nicole Cooke - WNY Book Arts Center: Hey All! Nicole from Book Arts here - I’m coming at you live from Book Arts Mobile HQ (otherwise known as my house, haha!) looking forward to today’s discussion!
00:30:47 Lara Knopf: Hello! I’m Lara, an intern at WNY Book Arts. Having some internet problems so I may not be able to use my video!
00:31:07 Leslie’s iPhone: hi, Leslie here, Cathy’s proud sister
00:31:09 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Hi Lara!!
00:31:11 Kate SP: hi! I’m Kate - listening in from Buffalo 😊
00:31:41 Philip Miller: Hi, I’m Phil! I’m excited be here!
00:31:41 marilynshuman: Hi All,
00:31:58 janafriess: It’s Jana from Cleveland.
00:32:29 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Hi all!!!!!
00:32:37 Ellen Goldstein : Hi, all! Happy to be here, and excited to hear Cathy!
00:33:08 Shanti Morrissey: Hi, Shanti in Ithaca!
00:33:32 rneiler’s iPhone: happy to be here! Hello everybody.
00:35:21 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Type your questions here and I’ll be sure to ask Cathy!! :D
00:40:09 Lara Knopf: Hi Cathy! How did you develop your process?
00:41:35 marilynshuman: Mariyn Shuman In Sarasota –hello to all
00:45:49 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Get the computers to work for you ;)
00:46:16 Leslie’s iPhone: what is a Cnc machine
00:47:39 Nicole Cooke - WNY Book Arts Center: Computer Numerically Controlled Machine
00:47:42 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Computer Numerical Control!
00:47:46 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Hahah nice Nicole!
00:48:55 Nicole Cooke - WNY Book Arts Center: Cathy, can you share a bit about the relationship between working in layers and the concept of space?
00:48:55 Leslie’s iPhone: 😊 thanks!
00:51:48 John Siskar’s iPhone: Where would one find a facility that creates laser cuts and CMC cuts for artists?.
00:53:16 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: Chris Siano at UB Sculpture Dept.
Keep the great questions coming! Thanks to all who have asked Qs so far!

I'm pretty sure The Foundry offers laser cutting, there's some info on their website here: https://www.thefoundrybuffalo.org/tech_lab

Thanks Nicole!!

so sorry, got to leave. will check out the rest on the recording

How do you pick the colors?

Thanks Leslie!

And, thanks for the question Mary Louise :)

How has covid affected your practice? How are you continuing to make art/ self-motivate?

Thank you!

has any of your work been translated to fashion?

ME TOO!!!

I want a CSM scarf collection. How do we make this happen?!

I'll ask ;)

Does your art ever relate to your teaching?

what is the piece you’ve created?

Keep the questions coming!!

What artists do you like?

What advice do you have for artists who might be having a hard time feeling creative in the COVID era?

what's your favorite part of print making?

sorry, the largest piece

have you ever considered translating your creations to a more sculptural execution?

with the chance of our covid “lifestyle” continuing, are you envisioning creating your own studio space so that you can continue to create larger works?

What’s the most difficult part of print making?

have you Everett been commissioned to do corporate art?

Some of your work gave me an optical illusion-type feel- was that an inspiration?

what's next for you on your artistic journey?

i think especially the bubbles - some of them look like they’re almost magnifying the piece underneath

or maybe I’m just losing it haha

I see it too Lara!

I got the same feeling.

great job mom! loved the lecture!

love the work!!!

WHOLESALE CONTENT
01:21:03 Paula's ipad: love your work, cannot wait to see what's next!
01:21:10 Judge Lisa Bloch Rodwin: bravo Cathy!
01:21:32 marilynshuman: Cathy, I Love all the works and they show so beautifully.
01:21:50 Judge Lisa Bloch Rodwin: I really learned so much about your artistic process.
01:21:53 Kate SP: thank you for sharing your process today! ❤
01:22:03 Lara Knopf: Thank you for coming today! :) 
01:22:15 Ellen Goldstein: Loved this, Cathy! Thank you!
01:22:19 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: www.catherineshumanmiller.com
01:22:42 Kate SP: the show is awesome to see in person!
01:22:49 Ellen Steinfeld: Excellent presentation and YOU!!!
01:22:19 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: www.catherineshumanmiller.com
01:24:08 John Siskar’s iPhone: Cathy, I will be sure to see the show. Thanks for sharing!
Phyllis Thompson
01:24:17 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: https://wnybookarts.org/self-exploration-a-black-mans-portraits/
01:24:38 Rose - WNY Book Arts Center: https://wnybookarts.org/visit/